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M&A
Expertise 
is value.
At the end of an M&A process, whether the sale of a
company or the pursuit of a partner, only one feeling
should remain: certainty that the best possible
transaction was made.

igc believes that the best 
transaction is when the client 
has the conviction that the 
best opportunity did not pass 
by, and no doubts remained.

In these cases, expertise is 
the difference between 
frustration and full 
accomplishment.

Expertise builds trust and 
helps clients make confident 
decisions. 

Transactions run better. 
Expectations are met. There is 
certainty that the best deal was 
achieved.

igc’s expertise is just as unique 
as the opportunity
presented by a transaction.



Expertise is 
being a pioneer.

It is having been the first, having initiated practices,
bringing innovation, being the leader in a competitive
market and remaining at the top for all these years. It is
being recognized as the go-to M&A house in Brazil.

M&A boutiques

League table in Brazil
Last 24 months* - Sell Side Transactions

Number of transactions

Source: TTR, Transactional Track Record – * March/19

Banks

Position Advisor Transactions

01 igc partners 28

02 Vinci Partners 8

03 Deloitte Brasil 7

03 Condere 7

04 JK Capital 6

04 Greenhill & Co 6

05 Setter Investimentos 5

05 RGS Partners 5

05 Cypress Associates 5

06 Artica Investimentos 4

Position Advisor Transactions

01 BTG Pactual 49

02 Itaú BBA / Itaú 36

03 igc partners 28

04 Bradesco BBI 16

04 Credit Suisse Group 16

05 BR Partners 11

06 Santander 5

06 ABC Brasil 5

07 BNP Paribas 3

07 Morgan Stanley 3



Development

Establishment of igc as a 
reference in the advisory field, 
not only by the volume of 
deals, but also the quality of 
our transactions

Our 
story

2002 2007 2012 20181997

Creation

Founded focused in M&A, we 
aligned a culture of discretion with 
meritocracy and partnership 

Relevance

igc stands out for its ability to 
close 3 times more deals than 
the market’s average

Establishment

Consolidation of igc as the 
most important M&A advisory 
firm in Brazil, with proven 
experience and track record in 
all relevant sectors of the 
economy



Expertise is 
experience.

Our success in conducting transactions is a result of
our expertise.

Our experience comes from over 20 years of
accumulated knowledge on the market and more
than 200 closed deals.

We are the leading advisor in total or partial sale
operations, fund raising, mergers, joint-ventures and
strategic alliances.

1997

+200

The year of our 
foundation

More than 200 
deals closed



Expertise is 
accumulated 
knowledge in 
several 
industries and 
countries.

It is crossing knowledge between industries and cultures.
It is correlating sectors and economies that integrate.
It is counting on international partnerships specialized in
a diversity of segments, accumulating industrial and
geographical coverage.



Local 
Expertise,
Global 
Coverage.

ASIA / PACIFIC AFRICA AMERICAS EUROPE AND MIDDLE EAST

Australia, Adelaide Morocco, Argentina, Buenos Aires USA, Atlanta Germany, Berlin Slovenia, Ljubljana Italy, Milan Russia, Moscow

Australia, Sydney Casablanca Colombia, Bogotá USA, Boston Germany, Frankfurt Spain, Madrid Italy, Turin Serbia, Belgrade

China, Hong Kong South Africa, Chile, Santiago USA, Chicago Germany, Hamburg Estonia, Tallinn Latvia, Riga Sweden, Gothenburg 

China, Shanghai Johanesburgo Canada, Montreal USA, Cleveland Germany, Stuttgart Finland, Helsinki Lithuania, Vilnius Sweden, Stockholm

Japan, Tokyo Brazil, São Paulo USA, Dallas Saudi Arabia, Jeddah France, Paris Norway, Oslo Switzerland, Basel

Singapore, Singapore Canada, Montreal USA, Irvine Saudi Arabia, Riyadh France, Lyon Poland, Warsaw Switzerland, Bern

South Korea, Seoul Mexico, USA, Jacksonville Austria, Vienna France, Toulouse UK, London Switzerland, Zurich

Thailand, Bangkok Mexico City USA, Los Angeles Belgium, Brussels Netherlands, Amsterdam Czech Republic, Turkey, Istanbul

Peru, Lima USA, New York Croatia, Zagreb Ireland, Dublin Prague Denmark, Copenhagen

USA, Seattle Slovakia, Bratislava Israel, Tel Aviv Romania, Bucharest



+500

+250

+10k

We have gone to 
market over 500 
times;

We have relationships with 
over 250 private equity funds;

We have direct contact with 
more than 10,000 companies.

The market reading 
comes from our 
expertise:

Expertise is 
knowing how to 
deal with different 
kinds of 
counterparts.

And to be respected by them, whether they are
investment funds, family businesses, entrepreneurs,
national or multinational companies.

It is having a unique vision of the market that only our
scale and focus can make possible.

It is understanding that the value of a company goes
beyond its financials.

It is knowing how to obtain the best deal terms,
understanding the right time to push or stop.



Expertise is 
having partners that 
are truly dedicated 
to deals.

It is combining experience with availability. Having only 
one of these elements is not enough. 
At igc, we are present and active from the beginning to 
end of each and every transaction.



10 partners +
40 professionals

Execution Support

A team that collaborates on projects in a
disciplined way, by both helping and also
challenging each other to always seek the best
for the client.

42
people

Daniel 
Milanez

Thiago

Dias

Ludimila

Mangili

Felipe 
Toja

João
Andrade

Flávia
Silveira

André

Pereira

8 people

Dimitri 
Abudi

Juliana 
Lobo

Priscila
Pacheco



BANKS BOUTIQUES

Asset 
Management

Loans
Proprietary 
investments

Wealth Restructuring M&A

Expertise is specialization.

We do not lend money.
We do not make equity investments.
We do not offer audit services.
We do not manage resources.
We do not compete with our clients.
We do not have conflicts of interest.

At igc, M&A is neither a business department nor a portfolio product.
It is our reason to exist.



Expertise is 
retaining 
knowledge within 
the company.

We have a genuine partnership model that allows stability 
and longevity.

of the transactions were 
closed by our current 
partners

100%



Expertise is 
aligning 
methodology and 
experience.

Processes, techniques and methods are more efficient 
when combined with the experience of negotiation, 
accumulated intelligence, sensitivity, listening skills and 
empathy.

Stages of our 
methodology

01 Understanding the company, the market and 
the need of vendor due diligence

02 Valuation, strategy definition and investment 
thesis 

03 Mapping out potential buyers/investors

04 Going to market (roadshow)

05 Receiving offers and structuring transactions

06 Due diligence and contract negotiation

07 Closing and announcement



Expertise is 
making it simple.

It is recognizing and understanding the complexity of a 
deal in all its aspects. 
But also making it simple: in language, style and 
approach.



Expertise is 
closing

Expertise, in the end, materializes in closing 
deals. And in this, we are unbeatable.
It is what moves us today and always.



BSN Medical sold Neve’s assets to a 
group of investors

Semantix has received growth capital 
investment from Crescera and 

Inovabra 

Padtec has sold its OTN – Switch to 
Ekinops platform 

Wolpac has been acquired by FAAC



Onofre has been acquired by RaiaDrogasil Ferrari Zagatto has sold a minority 
stake to Origin

Decora has been acquired by CreativeDrive Puket  has been acquired by Imaginarium  



Femme Laboratório da Mulher has received growth 
capital investment from Casa de Gestão

Femme Laboratório da Mulher has received 
growth capital investment from

L Catterton

Fortgreen has sold a majority stake to Origin 

Merger of Grupo União and Fortbras  



Wooza has sold a stake to 
Allied, a company of Advent 

Divcom Pharma and FQM Farmoquímica have merged 
their operations to form FQM Divcom.

Casa do Adubo and Casal Distribuidora 
have received growth capital investment from 

Axxon Group 

ACS has been acquired by Engie 



Pullman Hotel and Ibis Expo SP Hotel have been 
acquired by XP Hotéis FII from Setin, which also 

became an investor of the REIT

Setin has been acquired by Klabin Segall

A group of investors comprising 3i, Neuberger Berman 
and Siguler Guff have acquired 

Óticas Carol

America Net has sold a stake to Axxon Group 



Laboratório Osler, producer of the insect repellent 
brand Exposis®, has been acquired by SC Johnson 

Advent has acquired Allied 

CBL Alimentos has sold a minority stake to ArlonMoip has been acquired by Wirecard



CPQ shareholders have sold a majority stake to 
Standard Bank

Arinos has been acquired by Univar CPO has partnered with OncoClínicas do Brasil

Natural da Terra has been acquired by Hortifruti



GTIS has partnered with GP Investments for the 
acquisition of BHG 

Grão de Ouro has sold a majority stake 
to Aqua Capital

Tudo Gostoso has been acquired by Webedia

PlayPen has been acquired by Cognita



Viena has been acquired by Advent

Ourolac has received growth capital investment from 
2bCapital and Siguler Guff

Sisgraph has been acquired by Hexagon

Jafra Brasil and a group of investors have 
entered into a strategic alliance  



Agro 100 has sold
a majority stake to Aqua Capital 

Poupafarma has sold a majority stake to 
Stratus

Copag has sold a stake to Carta MundiMandic has been acquired by Riverwood



Genesis Group has sold a stake to Actis

Farmasa has sold a stake to GP Investments Farmasa has acquired Barrenne

Hypermarcas and Farmasa 
(Família Samaja) have merged their operations



Dasa has acquired a stake in the companies 
of MD1 Group

Dasa has acquired Cerpe

Yes has received growth capital 
investment from Aqua Capital

Terco and Ernst & Young have merged their operations 
to form Ernst & Young Terco



Frango Assado has been acquired by IMC

Grupo Comolatti has acquired Pellegrino

Padtec´s Submarine Networks Division has been 
acquired by IPG Photonics 

Pueri Domus has sold its schools and 
education system to SEB



Ayty Tech has been acquired by Flex

Texlog has been acquired by Sequoia

Atento has acquired Rbrasil

Fotoptica has been acquired by Hal Investments



Ebba, parent company of Dafruta, has acquired 
Maguary, a subsidiary of Kraft Foods

Dafruta has sold a stake to Avanti Participações

Casa da Vaca has received growth capital investment 
from Aqua Capital 

Estante Virtual  has been acquired by Livraria 
Cultura  



RZF has sold a stake to Grupo GPS
Abase has sold a majority stake to Henry Schein 

LC Restaurantes has sold a stake to Grupo GPS Raul Fulge ̂ncio has sold a majority stake 
to LPS Group



Cless has received growth capital 
investment from One Equity Partners

Even has received growth capital 
investment from Spinnaker Capital Group

Even and Melnick have entered into 
a joint venture agreement

Opus has been acquired by Cless  



Travelweek São Paulo has been acquired by Reed 
Exhibitions

Ibema has acquired a paper plant from Suzano Papel e 
Celulose

CEL® LEP has been acquired by HIG Capital

LM Farma has been acquired by Laboratories Urgo



Nasha has acquired the product line 
Phytoervas from Procter & Gamble

Cataratas do Iguaçu SA has sold a majority 
stake to Advent 

Vocal has been acquired by Auto Sueco Group
Crivo SA has sold a majority stake to Transunion



Grupo Vocal has sold Vocal Motors to 
Itavema Group

Conductor has been acquired by Riverwood Capital 

Polo Moda and SP Mega have merged their operations

AAT has sold a stake to One Equity Partners



D’Altomare Química has been acquired by Univar Selectchemie has been acquired by IMCD

Top Service has been acquired by Predial

NZN and Click Jogos merged their operations and HIG 
Capital has acquired a majority stake in the 

new company



Corpflex received growth capital investment 
from 2BCapital

Vault has been acquired by Assa Abloy

Sí Señor has received growth capital 
investment from JM Growth Partners

The Fifties has been acquired by Laço



BC2 has sold a stake to Vivante, 
company invested by Axxon Group

Tegma undertook a primary and secondary public 
offering of common shares in an amount of 

R$ 603,980,000.00

Aorta has been acquired by Grupo Mobi

Creme Mel has sold a stake to HIG Capital



Muxi has received growth capital investment 
from Confrapar 

LDI has sold a stake in Cipasa to Prosperitas

Psimon has been acquired by Cremer

Global Aviation has been acquired by CBair



LG Sistemas has sold a stake to HIG Capital

Funds managed by GTIS have acquired shares through 
a capital  investment of R$ 100,000,000.00

Willyfrey Participações, a holding company for 
Renar Maçãs, has raised capital by issuing new shares

CBC has acquired Sellier & Bellot



Cecrisa has sold a majority stake to Vinci Capital

Lupatech has sold Steelinject to Forjas Taurus Rossi has entered a strategic joint venture with Norcon

Rossi has sold financial assets



A Geradora has received growth capital investment 
from GG Investimentos

A Geradora has acquired Poliservice

Vila Inhambu has sold his minority stake in Drogarias 
DPSP S/A  to the company’s controlling shareholders 

Sinimplast has acquired Globalpack



Progen has acquired a majority stake in Auding 
Intraesa

Progen has acquired a majority stake in RPeotta 

Autopartners has acquired
Affinia Automotiva

Localcred and Brascobra have merged their operations 
to form LocalcredBrascobra



Delta has been acquired by AGV Logística

Prisma Pack has been acquired by Huhtamaki

Drakar and Voga, companies of the Ledervin Group, 
have merged their operations with Matec, forming 

Ledervinmatec

Dafra Motos and Itaú have entered into a 
strategic alliance



Phase 1 Understanding the company, its market 
and the need of vendor due diligence

Comprehending our client’s objectives and how the 
company, the market and other players operate. We 
work with an extensive network, which allows an up-to-
date view of trends and investors’ positions in creating 
value among several industries;

Monitoring of the preparation phase by a partner 
dedicated to examining and mapping accounting, legal 
and financial issues (prior to due diligence). Checking 
potential adjustments to the company´s quality of 
earnings and possible contingencies.

Methodology that 
creates value.

Planning

Phase 2 Financial valuation, definition of the 
company's strategy and investment thesis 

In addition to the technical valuation, igc offers clients 
a practical and realistic view of the market value of 
their company. For this, igc understands which drivers 
may create value to strategic buyers and financial 
investors;

Phase 3 Mapping out potential buyers and 
investors

While identifying potential targets, igc has a unique 
market reading and geographic access, never being 
satisfied with the most obvious candidates.  

Phase 4 Going to market (roadshow) 

Approach of potential targets, according to the agreed 
execution strategy;

Presentation of the company, investment thesis and 
intended transaction, creating a competitive 
environment when desirable.

Preparing the client for direct interactions with 
interested targets. In this phase, we seek to anticipate 
commonly addressable issues and questions.

Roadshow

Elaboration of the investment thesis and marketing 
materials so that stakeholders can understand the 
strategic value of the company;

igc promotes weekly committees among its partners, 
where each thesis and project is discussed in depth by 
taking the particularities of each transaction into 
account.



Phase 5 Receiving offers and structuring the 
transactions

Advancing negotiations with interested investors and 
additional information sharing. When appropriate, we 
mindfully anticipate discussions around matters that 
go beyond price;  

Aligning preliminary transaction terms to the 
previously defined strategy. 

Phase 6 Due Diligence and contract negotiation

Assistance in setting up the Data Room and preparing the 
executives to present their company to investors; 

Definition of a strategy to conduct and organize the 
information flow, allowing the executives to focus on the 
company’s operation, hence dismissing them from 
intensive inquiries; 

Supervision and coordination of the entire financial, 
accounting and legal due diligence process; 

Negotiation of the final contractual terms, regarding not 
only price matters but also handling contingencies, 
shareholders agreement, guarantees, among others; 

igc brings forth experience gained from 200 other 
transactions. Not only market and negotiating 
intelligence, but unparalleled solutions and insights.

Phase 7 Closing and announcement

After signing final contracts, igc monitors the 
transaction until its closing, financial settlement and 
announcement.

Due Diligence and Negotiation



www.igcpartners.com.br 
contato@igcp.com.br 
+55 11 3815 3533 

Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima 2277, 6°andar 
São Paulo | SP | Brasil | 01452-000 


